98 chevy blazer wont start

I am a laid off mechanic doing some side work. I friend of mine has a 98 blazer that will not start
in damp weather. Here's the kicker, it has spark to the plugs. New cap, rotor, pick up coil, and
wires. Fuel pressure is around 60psi. I think it might be in the fuel injection. I drove the SUV into
my garage, While the engine was running I watered the distributer down along with the wires. It
ran fine. I shut it down and tried to start it a few minutes later with no luck. I took the distributer
apart to inspect it for water and found nothing. I reassembled it and still had a no start situation.
When the outside air temp reaches above 70 degrees, my Blazer will die going down the road. It
will not start for about five minutes, then starts up again. Also, I have took the overflow cap off,
poured water in it, and it would start up fine. I have a Chevy S10 V6 with , miles that won't start
when weather is cold and damp or hot and humid. I've checked distributer cap, spark plug
wires, ignition module, and replaced crankshaft position sensor because of a high resistance
reading on the sensor I've never had any fault codes. What else can I check before I decide to
junk the truck. Why will the 96 Blazer not start in the rain? Replaced almost all electric
components from key cylinder to plugs. It is grounded somewhere when wet. I have a Chevy
Blazer 2WD with k miles. When I turn the key and start the car, the RPMs rev up really high for
about 4 seconds and then drop down real low until the car dies. All in all this is about an
8-second process, and it sounds like I'm flooring the accelerator when, in fact, I'm not even
touching it. The Blazer just started doing this, but previously for about the last few months
about once a month, when I would start the car I would get a loud backfire sound which
sounded like it came from under the hood driver's side , and this was followed by the smell of
exhaust coming into the cab through the AC vents. How to go about diagnosing this since I'm
unable to drive it to get the codes read. I have a chevy blazer v6 about miles on it. When I go
and start up car the car starts right up. If I turn car off it won't start back up so i give it a little
gas it starts right back up. There is no check engine light I have a chevy blazer v6 about miles.
My transmission shifts hard out of first gear when i get to 4 gear and it shifts hard. When car
warms up really good car shifts find out of first gear but 4th gear still shifts hard. I did change
transmission fluid and new filter in it and I check fluid level and it's full. I have a chevy blazer
and I cant get it to start. I removed the starter and turned the key and can see the starter
popping out and spinning, but when I put it back into the flywheel all I get is clicking noise like if
the battery is dead I had it on jumper cables so I don't think its the battery? There is no check
engine light on at all. Some reason it takes long time for it to get up to speed. What would cause
my truck to have a long turnover start, a really rough idle, and a loss of power after idling at a
stop light for about a minute? This problem gets worse as the truck warms up. It feels as if I'm
not getting power from all 6 cylinders but this goes away after about 20 feet of acceleration. The
truck has never not started. It just has to turn over for about 5 to 10 seconds before it fires up. I
changed the spark plugs and wires thinking it was that and then i tried the fuel filter and it
wasn't that either. I have issues with engine starting when cold outside or after rain. This only
happens when engine is cold and has not been started for a day or 2. Distributor cap does not
have any condensation inside but does seem to corrode on contact points. Engine turns over
fine, has fuel and spark. When this happens engine will not fire and after awhile it will start to
fire and lock up when it fires then continue cranking. After repeated attempts it will start and run
fine, can be shut off and start right back up with out any issues. It could take a few tries to a few
hours of trying before running though. I'm leaning toward a distributor or timing issue. Am I on
the right track? Why is the rug on the passenger side of my v10 egg wet. It would appear that it
happens after heavy rain Have also been using air conditioning alot Also could getting egg
stuck deep in mud in the spring have anything to do with this I've had an issues with the drivers
side light fogging up after damp nights or rain. The dealer replaced it under a TSB but it is still
happening I've checked the 3 seals low beam, high beam, small light on top and replaced the
high beam just to make sure. I'm about to replace the HID in hopes that moisture is getting in
through it but for some reason I don't think so. The passenger side is fine and Yaris parked
right next to it is fine also so I don't think this is "regular"condensation. I have a Chevrolet
Prizm that will not fast idle when it is started in cold weather the first thing in morning. I have a
Toyota Echo with no sunroof. When there is heavy rain, I end up with extremely damp carpets in
the driver's side. There is also water which looks as though it has leaked from running do the
driver's side of the windscreen. I have a strong suspicion that there is a leak in the windscreen,
down the driver's side or at the bottom, but are there any other locations or suggestions that
could be causing the leak? Also, if I take it in, is it possible just to replace the seal round the
windscreen, or will the whole windscreen need to be replaced? The noise seems a bit like the
noise when you crank the car but the engine doesn't start. It happens after rain or a snow, so it
would seem that moisture is getting into a place it shouldn't. The dealership checked it out and
couldn't find anything wrong or anything that would prevent it from starting. They also told me
that this noise might well go away after the first oil change - that the additives in the oil now are

suppose to seal things. I have a Silverado V6 vin code x with miles, for about a week now in the
morning when its damp out or when it has rained the truck won't start, it cranks fine but will not
fire. At first I thought it was a vacuum that was causing all of this. I was getting a small leak
code I replaced the vac tubes and the code still came back. But that is not the main problem. I
had two problems at the same time I just didn't know it. A vac leak wold not make it run this
bad. I had just recently put in new plugs and found one plug loose. It was easy to take out and
didn't need to be broken free. The plug was fouled out bad black the other 4 were good. It must
have been the loose plug all a long that was giving me problems. I drove the truck a while
before I checked the plugs,I had no clue it was loose. When the plug job was done,it ran well
because engine was warm the next day with a cold start it ran bad,real rough. I was thinking that
the loose fouled plug caused the coil pack to over load and go bad.. Now when the weather is
wet it makes it way worse. At least when it is dry I can drive it. Do you think the coil packs could
be the problem creating the missing and rough idle?? There is only 70k on the truck I bought it
new in Every time we get a hard rain, I end up with water on my carpet right at the rear of my
Excursion. I'm thinking the weather-stripping has broken down. What is the source for it? All I
can find is door weather-stripping. After replacing the lower intake manifold gasket, along with
the plenum and valve cover gaskets, I've discovered my AC isn't cooling at all. During the above
repair I unbolted the compressor and set it on the passenger side out of the way. Checked the
low side pressure and had no pressure. Thought I might have loosened something and caused
a leak. Hooked my gauges and vacuum pump up and vacuumed for about an hour pulling 29in.
Turned off and after three hours the needle had barely moved. Decided I'd add some RA until I
got enough in to activate the clutch on compressor, read gauges and try to see where I was with
it. Initially I had readings of on low side and only 50 on high side. Turned off and checked the
electrical connection to compressor which appeared okay. Honestly I didn't know what to do
next. Fired up the engine again and still had the crazy reading when the compressor clutch
kicked in. Actually it was doing what I think is called, "Short Cycling," on and off every five
seconds or so. When the compressor was running the gauges would show fifty psi on low side
and a hundred on high side. Also the sight glass on my gauges was filled with oil. I'd planned to
put some dye in the system to show any leaks I might have, but with the way things were going I
didn't get to it. This experience has shown me I've got a lot to learn about auto ac systems!
When I turn the key over to start the vehicle, the clock resets to , the back latch clicks and the
car kind of makes a grinding sound but not like a churn as if it wanted to start. I don't know if it
is just a dying battery or if it would be something else but my car will not start at all. Search
your problem. More specific problems:. Top problems. Turns over but wont start Chevrolet
Blazer 4. I'v changed my timing chain and now it wont start i'v put in a new cap, rotor,
distributor, spark plugs, and wires cam and crank censer , coil, and still no spark i'v checked
my plugs for voltage and that's good checked the pcm and thats good any ideas because im
stumped thank you. Comment Same issue here. Had same issue try removing O2 sensors from
manifold should be two if starts catalytic converter plunged, OBD codes PO random misfire and
PO mass air flow sensor because of restricted exhaust. Sounds like you have hit all the bases
except fuel. Inexpensive fuel test gauge hook up and turn key to on should read at least 60 PSI.
Crank engine and see it pressure goes down bad fuel pump or regulator if doesn't hold over 55
PSI. Check your icm module that connects to the pick up coil under the distributor coil. Did the
truck run before you changed the timing chain if yes you may have to revisit that repair as all
your issues seem to have started after that, if no than you have to start still have to re-check
spark and distributor timming. I have rechecked everything 4,5,6 times over on my dash the
security light on the dash is on and stays on never goes out. Won't start Starting. I have a
trailblazer and it wont start i need to know how to bypas security sydtem. Unplug wire from coil
to disturber and crank engine see spark at coil what is wrong please help. Canged coil waited
one full day and stated right up and no problem since. Going to change cap,rotor,plugs,wires it
starts up now just every now and then it act's up. Engine Won't start Starting. When you try to
start running the engine or press start, the vehicle won't turn on. The engine simply turns but it
does not work as it should. Check the ignition module, located in the distrbutor and check as
well the sparking. I've already found the problem. It was that one of the electrical wires from the
pump was making some false contact. I changed it for a new one as well as the pump itself,
taking advantage of the fact that the fuel tank had been removed, and the problem was solved.
Hope it helps future diagnostics. I have a, blazer I put a new battery in. And now it the three or
four times to start after I get it started in don't have a problem starting it all day. Injectors Fuel
pump Won't start Starter Starting. New fuel pump, pressure is good. New programed ecm, new
delco spider. Starter fluid will fire the engine but won't stay running. Ob II shows no codes. My
blazer still won't start, now all of a sudden I open the door and the alarm goes off. And my key
fob's don't work. Could that be tripping something to stop the injectors from working? Do you

have a small automatic start stop door button and after market security system? I ask because
my 97 Blazer was giving me same problem after changing everything out as I had it pulled test
were fine on removed parts. Turned out being after market security system I went under the
dash on the driver seat by where my hood release handle and e-mailed break is undid the
steering column or under dash found all the wiring housing units and I unplugged it through out
that remote hadn't had a problem since. I had the same problem on a blazer. Ihad to relearn the
key several times,takes 30 minutes,each time i did it. I finly took steering colum apart and
eliminated the yellow wire. Basicaly bypasses the security system chevy installed. Both these
procedures are on u tube. Mine has been fine for over a year now,only bitch is security light is
always on,black tape and i'm happy. Wont start first time in the morning but after it starts it runs
Chevrolet Blazer 4. Hard to start first time but after runni g it's ok if I shut it off on a hill of any
kind it don't want to start for a while but then it starts. My 98 will not start at first after awhile it
starts up and runs fine until it sets awhile it does the same thing can you help me. My 98 will not
start at first after awhile it starts up and runs fine until it sets awhile and it does the same thing.
Can you help me. Engine will start but after i turn it off it wont start till its cold Chevrolet Blazer
4. So i dont have a problem starting my blazer in the mornings but say once i get going and the
truck gets warm and i shut it off it wont start again until its gets cold again. Please help me
understand so i can fix it.. My 93 k5 blazer 5. After it warms up it dies. Try to start it again and it
sounds like it tries to start then the starter will bog and sometimes it turns over fine but just
won't start until it cools down. Best answer according to ltlman7. Turn over but won't start
Chevrolet Blazer Chevy blazer, 2wd, 4. So every day when I first start to crank my blazer, Chevy
blazer 2wd, 2door, 4. If I spray starting fluid through breather and try to start it will crank and
run until I cut it off. If it sits for a couple hours it will do the same thing, wont start til I use
starting fluid. Rarely sometimes it will crank the second time without fluid. I've changed crank
sensor, new battery, cap and rotor, it has ngk iridium plugs, new wires, checked fuel pressure
which is at 62, new fuel filter, pump does engage when key is turned. I have fuel, spark,
compression. I'm out of ideas. Please help. Did you check the fuel pressure while it was
running, or while it was cranking trying to start? Some pumps when they're going bad will not
supply enough pressure to start while cranking, but will while they are running. Sound system
Relays Turns over but won't start Starting. Had put a large audio system in mine The motor
turns over but will not start. It is getting gas and firing So how can i bypass the security or
antitheft so i can start my car are there any codes firor the key. Won't start Revs up Stalls
Starting. Won't start unless you hold er to the floor and when it hits keep pumping the crap out
of her to keep it running Then it smooths out and when driving it will stall and hesatate from
time to time. When you stop at a redlight it will idle high around2. Normally it's around1 grand
when it idles Any idea what is the issue I have changed a few things and cleaned a few things
and no changes at all. Battery Won't start Starting. My battery cable was loose and the car
wouldn't start so i tighten the cable and it started but now my truck is running rough and it
wasn't before. Stalling after start Chevrolet Blazer 4. Fuel filter Won't start Stalls Starting. My
blazer starts after sitting for awhile but then dies and won't start again untill i let it sit again I've
heard fuel filter but any info would be appreciated. My chevy 2 door blazer automatic
transmission does the same thing,have replaced fuel pump fuel filter mounted in center of left
frame middle area. New distributor and cap completely. Also a new battery. Full tune up. But
havent done anything with sensors yet. Also a new map sensor replaced. Can someone please
give me an idea of where to start next please. Will cold start no problem, after shutting it off for
five minutes won't start. Turns over won't start. Chevrolet Blazer 4. Turns over but won't start
Starting. Turns over won't start insturment panel lights don't come on everything else works.
Fuel pump Door Won't start Stalls Starting. VBulletinNew fuel pump started but then died won't
start back up 4 door 4wheel drive. Sudendly looses power and shuts off while driving For two
week's prior to incident when i shut off the truck i could hear a boiling like sound coming from
the coolant resivoir. Radiator was full. But i have never heard this sound before and ive been
under the hood for last couple years banging on the fuse box when it wouldnt start. To the
current problem The battery light came on, then it started losing power and shut off. It wouldnt
start after that and has been in an auto cocoon ever since. It had light's, and spark. But no
sound when turned over. ABS light Won't start Starting. When I am about to start my van, it
blocks and the ABS light turns on. I need to wait for a few seconds until it can be started. If I do
it before waiting, it won't start as it is still blocked. The ABS light won't turn off. What do you
recommed me to do? What might be wrong with it? Problems with a Blazer? Share them. I
solved my problem or question. Crea tu usuario en el sitio. Do you like StartMyCar? Follow us
on Facebook. Log in Sign up. Did you find the website helpful? Browse site version for:. Help
Privacy Terms Feedback Publish with us. Submit comment. Submit comment Cancel. Submit
reply. Submit reply Cancel. Just bought it last night heat didnt work i flushed the heater core

now it fixed was low on antifreeze after i fixed that i took it for a drive it started to spudder when
i hit the throttle i took to the car wash and washed it with the hood down and it died and now it
wont start it tries to start but it wont turn over idk what to do about. Shawn answered 3 years
ago. Well it started spudder before i got to the car wash but ill give that a shot thanks. Hey so
what i did was replace the rotor and distributer cap and now it was as good as when i bought it
this helped lead me the right way thanks so much jim! Just bought it last night heat didnt work i
flushed the heater core now it fixed was low on antifreeze after i fixed that i took it for a drive it
started to spudder when i hit the throttle i took Computer said bad cam sensor. Replaced
sensor and it still wont start. Battery, plugs and wires are good. Can't get engine to turn over. It
turns over but wont start have lights and power. What could it be. I have a blazer. It was running
great my bf parked it and a few days later i went to get it and it wont start. Machanic thought the
spider injector but nope,thought the crank sensor but I have 96 chevy blazer and I have a new
starter in it ive had about 13 total for some reason there all fine when I get them and then it
starts to whinn like when it spins to engage but it wont start s I have a different car. Content
submitted by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the opinions of CarGurus,
and should not be considered reviewed, screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to
CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our
policies. Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related
Questions. Start a new Chevrolet Blazer question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple, secure
transaction. Get Started. Search Chevrolet Blazer Questions. CarGurus Experts. Know more,
shop wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Used Cars for Sale. I have a Chevy Blazer, i
changed my spark plugs, fuel pump, fuel filter and starter and my chevy blazer still wont start.
But can't seem to find out what is causing it to not start?? Rowefast answered 3 years ago. First
check for spark, see if you have spark coming out of a spark plug wire. If there is spark, then
next would be to do a fuel bleed down test by hooking a fuel pressure gauge up to the Schrader
Valve, turning the key to the on position letting it build up fuel pressure on the gauge, should be
56 to 63 lbs then turning the key to the off position and watch the fuel pressure gauge. Fuel
pressure should not drop more than 5 lbs. If it does then the spider injection assembly is
leaking, which will cause hard or a no start condition. GuruLQZ5 answered 3 years ago. No fuel
from fuel pump to the carborator, I pour gas into the carborator and it runs. What may be
causing that the fuel pump is new?? Probably no power. Turn the key to the on position, you
should be able to hear the fuel pump prime up, run. Usually it is a bad ground wire, or fuel pump
relay. Well that is good. It sounds like it is priming up, and it will shut off. Check for fuel from
the Schrader Valve up on the intake manifold. It is like a tire stem valve, push in on it slowly, it
could have a lot of pressure there, just see if there is gas up to that point. Fuel pump came from
AutoZone for this make and model and year fuel was replaced because car no longer was
getting fuel to the engine but once it was replaced still no fuel to the engine distributor cap and
rotor was replaced also but now the fuel pump is no longer making any noise. So if you relieve
the fuel pressure from the valve, and turn the key back on the fuel pump should turn back on
and prime up, does it do that? Can you hear the fuel pump again? Fuel pump is working
properly I'm getting gas to the Schaefer valve but still won't start. It doesn't prime up in the on
position but when I crank it, it will come on. Is it supposed to run continuously? Once the
engine is running it would run continuously, but when you just turn the key to the on position it
should prime up and stop running. Okay I'm still not getting gas up to my carb, what may be
causing that to happen? TrannyMan there is not carb on this, I know, if you would have read my
post I did mention there may be a problem with the spider injection, I am not piddling threw this,
certain things need to be checked in order to do a proper diagnosis, since I am not there to see.
The fuel pressure bleed down test would be verifying that the fuel pump and spider injection
fuel pressure are good with no problems. There is gas up to the Schrader Valve so there has to
fuel to the injectors. The only other thing it could be is there is no injector pulse to make the fuel
injectors open and close. While cranking, a noid light is the easiest to use but a digital multi
meter can be used to see if there is voltage. Beck answered 2 years ago. Have a Chevy Blazer
have replaced coil fuel pump crank sensor ignition module distribution and button just cranks
no start. GuruXM3H4 answered 2 years ago. It cranks but runs really rough the engine jumps
around like it may have water in fuel I put a new fuel pump and fuel filter new wires destrbater
and rotor button new coil new spark plugs my question? Is do u think the Sparks could be filed
out. GuruLZ answered about a year ago. Of gas in the tank it run good all nite. Got up the next
day going to work. Crank it want start but it would. Turn over? GuruSBH2L answered about a
year ago. Mark Hi I have a chevy blazer it cranks but no start I have changed the distributor, the
rotor, the crank sensor the coil, the ignition switch key tumbler the battery Im not getting fire
from the spark plugs. Guru12GQ3 answered about a year ago. GuruQTK5P answered about a
year ago. The Blazer will try to start but it won't turn over but if someone jumps me and let it sit

for a little bit it will start right up what could be the problem. Falon answered 3 months ago.
Check the crankshaft sensor I had the same problem and it fixed it perfectly now I'm having a
different problem fuel pump is working n it starts but 5 miles down the road it just shuts down
acts like it's not getting fuel any ideas. Eliminated electrical problem Unplugged MAF and still
won't start! Sprayed throttle body c I had a dead battery in my 97 Blazer. Today I went to jump
and start it. When I turned the ignition it turned over great, but wouldn't start, and when I would
release the key it would sputter for a sh I have a different car. Content submitted by Users is not
endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be
considered reviewed, screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of
Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. No start
but turns over. Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional.
Related Questions. Start a new Chevrolet Blazer question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple,
secure transaction. Get Started. Search Chevrolet Blazer Questions. CarGurus Experts. Know
more, shop wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Used Cars For Sale. It looks like you're new
here. If you want to get involved, click one of these buttons! I gutted my cat due to performance
issues runs good other than noise and this security thing Mine happens after i stop engine
Come back security lights blinking and turns over then dies After waiting period it will start
Howdy, Stranger! Sign in or Register. On Edmunds. Visit Edmunds How-To Guides. Service
Centers in. Browse Forums by:. What Edmunds Says Pros. Are you in the market for a new car
and having a hard time finding affordable options? May edited August in Chevrolet. September
Mine is being stupid also. The light comes on while Im driving and it also wont start and the
light blinks. From what I have been told if you wait 10 minutes it will start. After the 10 minutes if
you turn the key on but dont try to start it and the serurity light flashes dont try to start it. If it is
on solid then it will start. Im trying to figure out what we need to do to fix it. I was told we had to
replace the whole ignition part of the colum cause the key isnt in sync with the passlock system
Anyone know?? But if the light starts to blink then it is going to shut the vehicle off. And Yes it
costs a pretty penny to get it fixed. I had the same problem 2 years ago with my Blazer. I went
through hell trying to figure out the problem with many mechanics. If the security light is
blinking you have to wait minutes for the system to recycle. When the light stops blinking it will
start. Here's the issue Don't bother wasting your money on a new ignition because it does
nothing I know because I replaced mine. I got a hunch that if I put in a remote starter I could
then bypass GM's security feature and it would be fine. I put in the remote starter and have not
had any issues with starting for over 2 years now. The 4X4 lights on the dash blink or go out
and the truck runs like crap. It will be fine for a little while but then the light starts going on and
off and the truck runs crappy again. This problem I can't figure out I reget ever buying this
stupid thing!!! Mine will run bad when I stop at alot of places shopping when it is hot out side.
When I come up the mountain it feels like it is vapor locking. If I have to stop it dies. With the
security problem it scares me that Im going to be stuck in the middle of the road and it wont
start for 10 freakin minutes. I bought this car for my daughter to drive. We have about 3 months
to get it fixed or she'll end up driving my truck, cant have THAT!! So we will try the remote start
and go from there!!! If you have any ideas on the vapor loack thing let me know!!! Okay, this is a
fuel injected vehicle and cannot vapor lock. Not saying there isn't a problem, just that it cannot
be vapor lock. Several things can cause the problem you are having, including the MAp sensor,
crankshaft position sensor, any number of things. The system will only set a code if the
problem is a hard failure, or repeats itself. Regarding temperature, if the temps are higher
outside, the temps are higher around all those sensors used in the engine control system. Also
of note is that the engine and engine compartment gets even hotter when you turn it off. There
is no air or coolant flowing, and that chunk of iron just gets hotter before it starts cooling back
down. Has a GM dealer checked the vehicle? Not all independents are qualified for the
sophistication of an OBDII system and will just keep swapping parts until they stumble across
the problem. Put a little logic into the problem and observe closely for any other events at the
time of failure, or symptoms that may seem unrelated. Just remember that the 4. October Ok
here is what happens to mine and please tellme if yours did the same thing. If it sits overnight
and I go out to start it, it turns over but doesnt start. If i wait about 10 minute sometimes more
and turn it over sometimes it will start sometimes not. It took me over an hour to get it started
last week, but once it is started it will turn over everytime after that with no problems. I just want
to be sure that you had the same issues before i install a remote start. Because if my problem is
different it would be a waste of money. Thank you :mad:. Mine was not doing this before BUT
now it is I dont know what to do at this point.. At time it wont start and the security light isnt
blinking. It still does the security thing BUT now it does this also OOOHHH and jlflemmons
thanks for the info but as I said in my original " It feels like it is vapor locking" I know that it is
feul injected and cant vapor lock. I have put a little logic in to the problem and I still feel is it a

piece of! November So, by remoe starter do you mean a new key fob? My alarm sysytem gets
set and then won't let me in - even with a key. I've found if I wait, then reset it form inside the car
with the key in the ignition after a while it does shut off and let me drive. Otherwise, even with
the key, I'm s. The thing is, I'd rather disable the whoel thing. Anyone know how? Is it hard? If I
have someoen do it, how much should it run? I have been told you cant disable it. You have to
fix it. I dont have the keyless entry thing on my keychain The remote start is a way to start the
car from inside the house or from outside the car. I traded it off for a brand new Jeep Liberty!!!
No more problem for me!! Sorry to the next person who buys it!! March Ive have my 01 Blazer ls
for about 6 years now. Had to replace the fuel pump that was fun dyin on the highway in traffic! I
am also having the "I dont want to start for you today" fight with my truck as of late, I dont have
a keyless entry system on my truck so i dont know wtf is wrong with it now. So I hope my fight
with my truck might offer some insight into some of the problems you guys are having. I had
another blazer before this one and it was doing the cough cough thing when it would get up to
normal tempature. I called my grandpa, a chevy man from the begining of chevy, and he told me
to change the ignition module. He said there is a jell stuff between it and the distrubutor and if
that brakes down then it wont work right. Over and over and nothing they were selling me fixed
the problem. My husband put it on and BAM the problem was gone. Should have listen to
grandpa from the start!!!!! July I have a Chevroletr Blazer. Battery light was on check battery
found it was bad. Replaced battery but light stayed on. Moved vehicle and light went off. In this
time the gas guage won't work the ABS and air bag lights were on. Left vehicle set for two hours
and will not start. Any answers? All right to sum this issue I'm having up I turn the key and it
cranks. I do have spark. However the fuel pump doesn't engage. Not even to prime. Have
replaced the keyed tumbler in column as well as ignition switch. Have removed all the after
market crap that previous owner installed. So now is bone stock. Have checked relay and fuse.
Both are fine how ever relay does not click. Have bench tested the fuel pump. It does work on
the bench fine. Have considered adding a backup harness to the fuel pump. To engage the
pump manually. How ever before I do this, have done same before in a 90 camaro I'd like to try
changing the oil pressure switch and or sending unit. Have been to auto parts store and seen
the switch. Could someone please give me a location and or explanation? The key on you can
hear the pump working, also the starter contact relay under hood is engaging, all lights and
dash lights come on, chimes work, battery fully charged, The security system has been
suposedly removed by some so called mechanic shop. Thanks Randy :confuse:. I had one do
this to me years ago. The bendix will engage, but if the brushes are badly worn, the starter
motor will not turn. Most auto parts stores will test it if you bring it in. Thanks, Your exactly
right. I performed the repairs on sun eve. The selonoid was bad. It worked.. I should have
trusted my first instinct about this whole thing Thanks again. June August edited August Quote:
"Ok here is what happens to mine and please tellme if yours did the same thing. Thank you" Hi,
this is exactly what my blazer is doing. It just broke k miles. I am a college student and can not
afford to fix alot of things that may or may not be wrong with it. Mine came with a remote
started. Did you ever figure this out? If you did you would be helping me out a Ton!! Some have
said they think it is the distributor cap, but I have no idea. Please let me know, thank you. Ok if
it's not starting but does turn over that's same problem I had and then it starts after you wait 10
minutes yeah that's the same problem I had all I had to do was replace the battery and then it
would send the right voltages and it works fine now problem gone. I had the exact same
problem with mine a week ago. I was stuck in the parking lot of Fry's and couldn't get it started
so I had to have it towed home and then to a mechanic. The problem turned out to be the
positive battery terminal connector. It had gotten too corroded and wasn't supplying enough
power to start it. But it was acting exactly like yours. I was very surprised that that was all it
was. I was expecting some expensive solution. Luckily my mechanic is pretty honest. Unless
you have AAA or Allstate Motor Club, and received a free tow, you received an expensive lesson
to learn that you should keep your battery terminals clean. But, it could a have been far worse
because you are fortunate enough to know a mechanic that is honest. I wish I knew one. Honest
mechanics are hard to find these days. An auto repair shop with honest mechanics are usually
bankrupt within the first five years of opening business. December Having the same issues and
even replaced my fuel pump earlier. My 4x4 was acting up and I was told it was a transfer case
issue. It's worked fine ever since. I even have had my remote start removed thinking it was that.
This damn truck has so many different quirks. Sorry for jumping in so late. My s10 blazer is
acting weird. Turning the ignition cuts off all the lights except the security light. I tried waiting
for the security light to stop but the same thing happens every time. It cuts the power and the
security light comes back on. It doesn't even try to turn over. Is it the ignition? August OK most
of you have the same issue with the blazer not starting and then starting for you ten minutes or
so later. I've seen this a ton of times. First thing is to clean your battery terminals and make

sure that the battery is good. You may be getting spark but the ICM controls your spark and
injector. Check for an injector pulse. I've also seen no security light flashing but was indeed the
security causing the problem. There is a way to bypass the security and a ton of YouTube
videos to show you how, this is why one guys Blazer started after a remote start was put in, it
bypassed the security system. September edited September I had a work keyfob on my
keychain that was periodically interfearing with my ignition. Solution was to remove my work
key fob from the key ring. Sign In or Register to comment. In this article I'll show you the basics
of testing such a problem. I'll also explain some of the basic causes of a no start condition,
since knowing this basic info will save you time and money since you'll know what to test and
how to test it before replacing it. It's important to know that a no crank and a no start condition
are not the same thing since this article only concentrates on testing a no start condition. In
layman's terms, a No Start Condition means that your vehicle's starter motor is cranking the
engine but the engine is not starting. This condition is usually due a failed fuel pump, a failed
ignition coil, a failed ignition control module, a failed crank sensor, etc A No Crank Condition
means that the engine is not turning over when you turn the key to crank the engine. The most
common problem, that causes this condition is a failed starter motor. There are three very basic
components that the engine, in your GM vehicle, needs to start and they are: Air, Fuel and
Spark. When your 4. Now, it sucks that your vehicle does not start but the cool thing is that you
can isolate the
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area where the problem exists and then test specific components within that system. There are
three main areas where the problem will reside in and that you should concentrate on when
facing a No Start Condition:. OK, the list of possible things that can go wrong looks pretty long
but it is rare to see or have two different components go bad from two separate systems at the
same time. The cool thing is, is that there is a diagnostic strategy that you can use to figure out
exactly what's wrong with your particular no-start problem. Let's find out more about it in the
next subheading. As an Amazon Associate, I may earn a small commission from qualifying
purchases from the Amazon product links from this website. Your purchase helps support my
work in bringing you real diagnostic testing information to help you solve the problem! Page 1
Page 2 Page 3. Contents of this tutorial:. All Articles: 4. Applies To:. Chevrolet Vehicles:. Do
NOT follow this link or you will be banned from the site!

